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First detection of geomagnetically trapped antiprotons by the PAMELA experiment
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Abstract: We present the measurement of geomagnetically trapped antiprotons in the South Atlantic Anomaly per-
formed by the PAMELA satellite-bourne experiment. The existence of an antiproton radiation belt, predicted by several
models as the product of cosmic ray interactions with the residual terrestrial atmosphere, is evidenced for the first time.
PAMELA measured the antiproton spectrum in the kinetic energy range between 60 and 750 MeV, reporting a trapped an-
tiproton flux which exceeds by about 3 orders of magnitude the interplanetary cosmic ray antiproton flux. An estimation
of the mean under-cutoff antiproton flux outside radiation belts has been also provided.
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1 Introduction

The PAMELA collaboration has recently released the cos-
mic ray antiproton spectrum and antiproton-to-proton ratio
measurements in the kinetic energy range 60 MeV÷180
GeV [1, 2], significantly improving existing antiproton

data thanks to the high statistical significance and the
large explored interval. Results appear to be in agree-
ment with models of purely secondary antiproton produc-
tion through interactions of cosmic rays (CR) with the in-
terstellar medium.
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Antiprotons are expected to be created in reactions of en-
ergetic cosmic rays with the Earth’s exosphere (pair pro-
duction processes). Part of the antiprotons produced in
the inner magnetosphere are captured by the geomagnetic
field allowing the formation of an antiproton radiation belt
around the Earth. A relevant geophysical effect is related
to the production of outward moving antineutrons: accord-
ing to the so-called CRANbarD (Cosmic Ray Albedo an-
tiNeutron Decay) process [3, 4, 5, 6], a small fraction of
antineutrons is produced in CR interactions (through pair
production such as pp → ppnn̄) and can escapes the atmo-
sphere, decaying within the magnetosphere into antipro-
tons, which become trapped if they are generated with a
pitch angle outside the loss cone. This mechanism is be-
lieved to provide the main contribution to the energy spec-
trum of stably trapped antiprotons, since the resulting flux
is predicted to be up to several orders of magnitude higher
than the antiproton flux from direct pp̄ pair production in
the exosphere [5, 6]. Moreover, the magnetospheric an-
tiproton flux is expected to exceed significantly the galactic
CR antiproton flux at energies below a few GeV. However,
predictions differ and suffer from large uncertainties, es-
pecially regarding contributions from the CRANbarD pro-
cess.

2 The PAMELA experiment

PAMELA was launched from the Baykonur cosmodrome
on June 15th 2006 onboard the “Resurs-DK1” satellite.
The instrument was designed to accurately measure the
spectra of charged particles (including light nuclei) in the
cosmic radiation, over an energy interval ranging from tens
of MeV to several hundred GeV. In particular, PAMELA
is optimized to identify the small component of CR an-
tiparticles. A detailed description of the PAMELA ap-
paratus along with an overview of the entire mission can
be found elsewhere [7]. Results about CR particles have
been reported in recent publications [1, 2, 8, 9, 10, 11],
providing fundamental information about CR accelera-
tion/propagation mechanisms and sources, and putting sig-
nificant constraints on possible exotic contributions (Dark
Matter).
The satellite orbit (70◦ inclination and 350÷610 km al-
titude) allows PAMELA to perform a very detailed mea-
surement of the cosmic radiation in different regions of the
terrestrial magnetosphere, including information about the
nature and energy spectra of under-cutoff particles [12]. In
particular, the spacecraft orbit passes through the South At-
lantic Anomaly (SAA), allowing the observation of geo-
magnetically trapped particles from the inner radiation belt
[13].

3 Antiproton analysis

The antiproton identification with the PAMELA experi-
ment [1] was based on a good track determination provided

by the tracking system, fundamental to achieve a reliable
charge sign separation and a precise estimate of the parti-
cle rigidity, in presence of the much abundant proton flux.
Strict conditions were applied on the number of position
measurements and on the χ2 associated to the tracking fit
procedure, in order to reject protons which were wrongly
reconstructed as negatively charged particles due to scatter-
ing, minimizing uncertainties on the rigidity measurement.
The analysis of the interaction topology in the calorime-
ter was crucial to allow antiproton/electron discrimina-
tion. The used criteria were based on the longitudinal and
transverse segmentation of the calorimeter which, com-
bined with dE/dx measurements from the individual sil-
icon strips, allowed electromagnetic showers to be identi-
fied with very high accuracy. Indeed, antiprotons in the
selected energy range are likely to annihilate inside the
calorimeter, thus leaving a clear signature.
Strong constrains on the combined information from the
several detectors of PAMELA were used in order to get
a clean antiproton sample from the recorded data. Events
interacting inside the apparatus were rejected by requiring
no spurious signals in both the ToF and the tracking system,
and no activity in the anticoincidence scintillators. The par-
ticle velocity measurement provided by the ToF and the
ionization loss in both the tracker silicon planes and in the
ToF scintillators were used to reject electrons, pions and
wrongly reconstructed events. The residual contamination
from electrons and locally produced pions was estimated
with simulations to be negligible below 1 GV, where the
combined information coming from the tracking and the
ToF systems allows a clear antiproton discrimination, while
it amounts to about 10% in the rigidity range 1÷3 GV [14].
Results were corrected by means of simulations to take
into account losses in the apparatus due to hadronic inter-
actions, multiple scattering and ionization. Selection effi-
ciencies were determined using flight data, which naturally
include detectors performances, while test beam and simu-
lation data were used to support and cross-check the calcu-
lation [2].

4 Instrument gathering power

The factor of proportionality between fluxes and the num-
bers of detected particles, corrected for selection efficien-
cies and acquisition time, is given by the gathering power
of the apparatus. Generally, it depends both on the angu-
lar distribution of the flux and the detector geometry. In
presence of an isotropic particle exposition, the gathering
power depends only on the detector design, and it is usually
called the geometrical factor. For the PAMELA apparatus,
this factor is also function of the particle rigidity, due to the
influence of the spectrometer on particle trajectories, and it
amounts to about 21.6 cm2sr at high rigidities.
Fluxes in radiation belts present significant anisotropy
since particles gyrate around field lines while moving along
them, bouncing back and forth between mirror points. This
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results in a well defined pitch angle distribution due to the
interaction with the Earth’s atmosphere. A dependence on
the gyrophase angle is also observed as consequence of the
East-West effect: negatively charged particles coming from
the West have their guiding centers located at lower alti-
tudes than PAMELA and thus their flux is significantly re-
duced by the atmospheric absorption, while the opposite
is valid for particles from Eastern directions. The result-
ing asymmetry is more evident for higher rigidity particles
since it scales with the particle gyroradius, which ranges
from ∼ 50 km for a 60 MeV antiproton, up to ∼ 250 km
for a 750 MeV antiproton.
The flux angular distributions, needed for the estimate
of the apparatus gathering power, were evaluated using a
trapped antiproton model [6]. The calculation was per-
formed using simulations according to the method de-
scribed in [15]. The dependency of the directional response
on the satellite orbital position and on its orientation rela-
tive to the geomagnetic field was taken into account. Pitch
angle distributions were evaluated at more than 300 points
along the orbit of the Resurs-DK1 satellite in the SAA re-
gion and for most probable orientations of PAMELA rel-
ative to the geomagnetic field. Due to limited statistics, a
mean gathering power, averaged over all PAMELA orbital
positions and orientations was derived. The dependence of
the instrument response on particle rigidity was studied by
estimating the gathering power at ten rigidity values in the
range of interest.

5 Results

During about 850 days of data acquisition (from July 2006
to December 2008), 28 trapped antiprotons were identified
within the kinetic energy range 60÷750 MeV. Events with
geomagnetic McIlwain coordinates in the range L < 1.3
and B < 0.216G were selected, corresponding to the SAA
region. Detected events had a pitch angle near 90 degrees.
The propagation of each antiproton candidate was checked
using simulation tools which allowed particle trajectories
to be traced through the Earth’s magnetosphere [16, 17]:
all the identified antiprotons were found to spiral around
field lines, bounce between mirror points, and also perform
a slow longitudinal drift around the Earth, for a total path-
length amounting to several Earth radii.
The spectrum of trapped antiprotons measured by
PAMELA in the SAA region is shown in Fig.1. The er-
ror bars indicate statistical uncertainties. The PAMELA
galactic cosmic ray antiproton spectrum [2] is also shown
for comparison, together with predictions from a CRAN-
barD model [6] for the PAMELA orbit, and an indepen-
dent calculation [18] at L-shell=1.2. The measured SAA
trapped antiproton flux exceeds the galactic CR antiproton
flux by three order of magnitude at the current solar mini-
mum (negative polarity, A < 0).
In Fig.2 the estimated magnetospheric antiproton flux is
compared with the mean spectrum of sub-cutoff antipro-

tons measured by PAMELA outside the radiation belts
(B > 0.23 G). Results were obtained under the assump-
tion of a nearly isotropic flux distribution. Particles were
selected by requiring a rigidity value lower than 0.8 times
the corresponding Störmer vertical cutoff. The sub-cutoff
flux detected outside radiation belts was found to be lower
than SAA trapped flux by four orders of magnitude.
The trapped antiproton-to-proton ratio measured in the
SAA is shown in Fig.3, where it is compared with theo-
retical predictions [6] and the galactic antiproton-to-proton
ratio measured by PAMELA. The trend reflects the high
energy threshold of the pair production mechanism, with
values similar to that of the albedo antineutron-to-neutron
ratio [6].

6 Conclusions

Antiprotons trapped in the Earth’s inner radiation belt
(SAA) have been observed for the first time by the
PAMELA satellite-borne experiment. Such antiparticle
population originates from cosmic ray interactions in the
upper atmosphere and subsequent trapping in the terrestrial
magnetosphere. PAMELA data confirm the existence of a
significant geomagnetically trapped antiproton flux below
∼ 1 GeV, exceeding the galactic cosmic ray antiproton flux
by three orders of magnitude at the current solar minimum,
thus constituting the most abundant antiproton source near
the Earth. A measurement of the under-cutoff antiproton
spectrum outside radiation belts is also reported. PAMELA
results allow cosmic ray transport models to be tested in
the terrestrial atmosphere and significantly constrain pre-
dictions from trapped antiproton models, reducing uncer-
tainties concerning the antiproton production spectrum in
the Earth’s magnetosphere.
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Figure 1: The geomagnetically trapped antiproton spec-
trum measured by PAMELA in the SAA region (red full
circles). Predictions by [6] for the PAMELA satellite orbit
are also reported (solid line), together with a calculation at
L-shell=1.2 by [18] (dotted line). For a comparison, the
galactic CR antiproton spectrum (black squares) measured
by PAMELA [2] is also shown.
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Figure 2: The geomagnetically trapped antiproton spec-
trum measured by PAMELA in the SAA region (red full
circles), compared with the mean atmospheric under-cutoff
antiproton spectrum outside SAA region (blue open cir-
cles). For a comparison, the top-of-atmosphere the galac-
tic CR antiproton spectrum (black squares) measured by
PAMELA [2] is also reported.
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Figure 3: The trapped p̄/p ratio measured by PAMELA in
the SAA region (red points). Results are compared with
predictions by [6], denoted by the solid line. The galactic
CR p̄/p ratio data [2] are also reported (black squares).
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